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Throughout the agency's history at the CIA, multiple mind-manipulation and mind control tests have

been performed against unwitting citizens, military soldiers, and even their own personnel. With

Project Artichoke, the infamous MK-Ultra, and the Jonestown experiment - the CIA shows its true

colors - and they sure as hell aren't "red, white, and blue."
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Wow! Did I just read that. What our they CIA & company doing to us. Share this with those who

need to know.

There's a lot of material in here that's just way, way above my pay grade and I have not researched

SOME of what is claimed but I get the gut feeling I need to pass on this publication for addition eyes

because THERE ARE major portions in this work I've been reading as of late that [I have

validated].If this is just way too much for you and your going to roll your eyes and go with the



conspiracy wing nut idea, no problem but I will point out that I just downloaded the official Senate

Select Committee on Intelligence regarding The Torture Report: Committee Study of the Central

Intelligence Agency's Detention and Interrogation Program: Executive Summary, Findings and

Conclusions. The short of the report from congress tells you in specific detail that the CIA's program

blew it and it did it in a "big bad chicken dinner kind of way" and the specific proof can be found in

chapter 5 of the 9/11 commission report. Recommend review of the author Philip Marshall for

additional details. Bottom line,I'm no expert and it would be foolish for you to assume what I have to

point out is the truth, so I most strongly remind you to take anything I present with extreme

prejudges until you do your own homework."Paranormal experiments under STARGATE continued

until 1984, and Army doctors were actively involved in LSD testing at least until the late 1970's.

Still-classified CIA mind control programs were operational at least into the early 1970's. Subjects of

LSD experiments included children as young as five years old, and brain electrodes were implanted

in children as young as eleven years of age. Four of the CIA's MKULTRA Subprojects were on

children, a fact that has not been publicly documented before."Ross M.D., Colin A. (2011-10-01).

The CIA Doctors: Human Rights Violations By American Psychiatrists (Kindle Locations 475-479).

Greenleaf Book Group Press. Kindle Edition.My specific reason for promoting this work is because

there is material in this publication that presents reasonable justification for you to understand and

or to ask what a State Crime is and how it might affect the quality of your life, or that of your love

ones. You will not get this on the evening news, nor will it be the talk of the office on Monday

Morning until we start to "draw that line in the sand". Its nasty stuff and it will jack your mind up

because of the potentials this all presents. Do I believe it all? I don't know but I am very clearly

aware that we need more open discussion about the state of our country and that of our personal

rights as human beings. Plus, I think we all know that there is the official claimed whatever mass

media wants to tell you that day and then there's a completely different set of facts when you follow

up. My personal readings reveal that you don't have to believe anything at all, but rather recognize a

lack of awareness creates disassociation for all of us. Additionally, there's a differences between

belief and knowing for a fact."American is probably the most propagandized country on earth...Our

countrymen have been systematically dumbed down, distracted and demoralized by our own

government and its willing minions in the media and throughout much of academia. Here in the US.

The dark arts of thought control have been elevated to a level of sophistication almost undreamed

by the Nazis and the Soviets". Additional publications to help validate specific aspects of this work

can be found here:The Torture Report: Committee Study of the Central Intelligence Agency's

Detention and Interrogation Program: Executive Summary, Findings and ConclusionsThe CIA



Doctors: Human Rights Violations by American PsychiatristsThe CIA's Secret Research on Torture:

How Psychologists Helped Washington Crack the Code of Human ConsciousnessProject

MKULTRA, the CIA's program of research in behavioral modification: Joint hearing before the

Select Committee on Intelligence and the ... Congress, first session, August 3, 19779-11

Congressional Report: Joint Inquiry into Intelligence Community Activities Before and After the

Terrorist Attacks of September 11, 2001, The Full ... 2003, plus Counterterrorism Material

(CD-ROM)Political Ponerology (A Science on the Nature of Evil Adjusted for Political Purposes)A

History of Modern PsychologyConspiracy Theory in America (Discovering America)Psychological

Warfare and the New World Order: The Secret War Against the American PeopleAmerican Heart of

Darkness: Volume I: The Transformation of the American Republic into a Pathocracy (Volume

1)One issue, the use of Wikipedia is junk until you can follow up on that material too, even then

recognize the info is specifically controlled as my personal experience has revealed this

observation. The book started of pretty shaky at first when I came across the author's use of it, but

was minimal compared to the other sources eventually presented. Additionally, it is short, but to the

point as noted elsewhere.Edited: Reading this one now:While supposedly in Rio, Jones may have

traveled to other countries, but this cannot be confirmed. What can be confirmed is that he had left

the US with two passports; #0111788 and #22898751. For the rest of his public career, he was very

proud of the photo he displayed in his office of himself, his wife, and a man who looked remarkably

like Fidel Castro. Since Castro never left Cuba, Jones must have traveled there. Allow me to digress

for a moment. Castro is not who we are duped into believing he is. Concentrate on reality, not

rhetoric. The CIA trained Castro as an actor in Hollywood. He even appeared as an extra in a few

movies. We sent him back to Cuba to overthrow Baptista, after which he visited Washington D.C. to

meet with then Vice President Richard Nixon for a top secret strategy session. After their meeting, in

April of 1959, Nixon sent a confidential memorandum to the CIA, the State Department, and the

White House that claimed Castro was a communist and should be treated accordingly. It was not

Castro who told the world that he was a communist, it was "Tricky Dick" Nixon. Castro then

proceeded to "supposedly" turned on us. What he really did was give the US access to Soviet

military technology. In exchange, we gathered up all his militant enemies and sent them into a

suicide mission called the Bay of Pigs Invasion.Meiers, Michael (2014-05-08). The Second

Holocaust: How the AIDS Epidemic Was Created in a CIA Black Operation (Kindle Locations

740-749). Dog Ear Publishing. Kindle Edition.Note, additional, historical proven material can be

found here:1. The Nuclear Deception: Nikita Khrushchev and the Cuban Missile Crisis Paperback -

October 22, 2002 by Servando Gonzalez2. The Secret Fidel Castro Hardcover - January 1, 2002 by



Servando Gozalez

This book had a lot of interesting information. I am totally interested in this topic and this book was

extremely helpful. Thanks!!

Every one needs to open their eyes and read this book, so you know what is happening in your

world, and who is in ÃƒÆ’Ã‚Â§ontÃƒâ€¦Ã‚â€¢ol.

Eye opening, provocative and enlightening.

Educate yourselves with this topic. It was a quick read and has a lot of supporting sources on the

mkultra trials...

This information is always interesting. It's super short and to the point. Perfect for someone who

needs a quick intro to what is going wrong with the entire world. Should be handed out like tracks.

Wake up world!

This is a pile of nonsense. There are parts of it which anyone who has access to google can learn

about. But the other parts are unsubstantiated and loony conspiracy theory. Extraordinary claims

require extraordinary proof. It makes the former without supplying the later. For example it claims

that the government has infected the world's population with aerosol clouds of nano machines

which are inhaled into the sinus cavities of billions of people. These nano machines control people's

minds. It offers no evidence of this and many other wild claims. It's almost like a paranoid

schizophrenic had written it. I'm sure there must be better accounts of the government's

mind-control programs available.
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